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Receptive Multi-Granularity Representation
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Abstract— A key for person re-identification is achieving
consistent local details for discriminative representation across
variable environments. Current stripe-based feature learning
approaches have delivered impressive accuracy, but do not make
a proper trade-off between diversity, locality, and robustness,
which easily suffers from part semantic inconsistency for the
conflict between rigid partition and misalignment. This paper
proposes a receptive multi-granularity learning approach to
facilitate stripe-based feature learning. This approach performs
local partition on the intermediate representations to operate
receptive region ranges, rather than current approaches on
input images or output features, thus can enhance the representation of locality while remaining proper local association.
Toward this end, the local partitions are adaptively pooled
by using significance-balanced activations for uniform stripes.
Random shifting augmentation is further introduced for a
higher variance of person appearing regions within bounding
boxes to ease misalignment. By two-branch network architecture, different scales of discriminative identity representation
can be learned. In this way, our model can provide a more
comprehensive and efficient feature representation without larger
model storage costs. Extensive experiments on intra-dataset and
cross-dataset evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Especially, our approach achieves a stateof-the-art accuracy of 96.2%@Rank-1 or 90.0%@mAP on the
challenging Market-1501 benchmark.
Index Terms— Person re-identification, multiple granularity
learning, local feature learning, convolutional neural networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE task of person re-identification (re-ID) aims to
retrieve images of a specific person among cross-camera
gallery pedestrian databases captured in the wild. Its main
challenge arises from the large appearance variations on
pose or clothes, heavy occlusions, background clutter, and
detection failure. Thus, it is necessary to find a pivotal
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solution to address such a captured-in-wild challenge: how
to perform robust identity-discriminative representation for
facilitating person re-ID under unconstrained scenarios. General image retrieval methods such as LRGA [1], focusing
on data ranking by learning robust functions and representation refinement via statistical approaches. Due to the
dependency on ranking according to distance or similarity
functions between low-dimension features, person re-ID is also
a query-dependent common image retrieval problem, solvable
by these methods. However, general methods do not consider
some necessary prior knowledge, e.g. body parts, body joints,
vertical feature distributions, while existing re-ID targeted
methods apply as much as such knowledge to feature representations to supplement hard information for naive feature
learning.
Due to the powerful representation ability, solutions based
on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have become the
mainstream and achieved remarkable performance. Especially,
recent local representation approaches [2]–[14] which extract
features from local body parts by CNNs, have strongly proven
robust to the environment variations. Among all these local
representation methods, stripe-based feature learning [2], [4],
[15]–[21] achieves the best trade-off between performance and
efficiency. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) show two standard stripe partition
schemes. For input partition (a), the input images are split into
several uniform horizontal stripe patches, and respectively fed
into independent backbone CNNs. Then outputs feature stripes
before pooling to represent each local body parts. Recent
popular output partition (b) methods are more computational
friendly and simpler in practical application. The input pedestrian image is fed into a deep backbone network, then the
whole last feature map before the global pooling operation
is split into several horizontal feature stripes. For both kinds
of methods, output feature stripes are globally pooled in both
spatial dimensions and reduced by 1 × 1 convolutions in the
channel dimension, then outputs as a local feature fed into
independent classification or distance learning tasks. Stripes
are considered as local representations corresponding to some
areas in the input pedestrian image. At last, all the feature
vectors are concatenated in the channel dimension as the final
representation for a pedestrian image. In a word, the core
idea of stripe-based feature learning is to resolve the whole
learning task to several sub-tasks on local partitions, coarsely
determined by uniform horizontal stripes split on the final
output feature map in the deep network.
Between these two partition methods, another difference
that might be easily overlooked is the equivalent receptive
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Fig. 1. Comparison of stripe-based feature learning for person re-ID with output (a), input (b) and our proposed receptive partition (c) operations for local
feature representations. For all the methods, output pre-pooling feature maps are formed into several stripe partitions corresponding to local part regions, and
then globally pooled and reduced into components of final feature vectors. Different partition methods bring various ranges of receptive regions for local
feature stripes (e.g. the 3th and 4th stripe). Especially, the most commonly applied output partition actually represent a relatively global regions instead of
just the corresponding local stripes, which comes from the large receptive field for each neuron on the final feature map.

region areas of local partitions. Considering each neuron in
output feature maps has its corresponding input image area
or its receptive field, each feature stripe also corresponds to
some adjacent area covered by fields. For commonly used
ultra-deep network backbone architecture (e.g., ResNet-50),
as shown in Fig. 1 (b), the sizeable receptive field of neurons
on final output feature maps can cover the whole normal-sized
input images or local patches. Based on this setting, the actual
receptive region for each feature stripe changes with different
partition methods. For input partition directly on pedestrian
images, receptive regions are restricted within each input
image patches so that locality can be maximized. However,
rigid stripes without any association between each other intensify the effects of body part misalignment that commonly
happens in person re-ID. Instead, output partition for uniform
stripes on the final feature maps introduces locality not as
complete as we wish [4], [19], which distracts local attention
and brings redundancy between local features.
Besides, stripe-based feature learning methods are also
limited by the rigid partition. On the one hand, local part
information is not ideally arranged uniformly along the height
dimension. Current uniform partition strategies do not match
the actual part semantic distribution, which may cause consistency issues to affect the representation efficiency. On the
other hand, due to the fixed numbers of uniformly split
feature stripes, the representation granularity is restricted in
a fixed state. However, part local information is not likely to
represent only a single scale. Features with large (e.g., clothes
color), middle (e.g., accessory), or small (e.g., cloth logo)
granularities may all express critical identity information. Not
to mention that the body misalignment within actual pedestrian
images can intensify this situation.
In this paper, to address these problems, we propose receptive multi-granularity learning (RMGL) approach for feature
representation in person re-ID task. As the core of stripe-based
learning, partition strategy determines the form and context of
discriminative features. Towards the problems in input and
output partition, we introduce the receptive partition to ensure
relevance while enhancing locality. As shown in Fig. 1 (c),
the actual receptive image region for each neuron before global
pooling is restricted in a much smaller range by partitioning
on intermediate feature maps in a proper level of backbone
networks, and all the split stripes are fed into the subsequent
network without extra model parameters. Towards the metric

of partition, we devise activation balanced pooling strategy to
determine the coarse region of each stripe on the final feature
map in testing phases, instead of uniform approaches. The
numbers of selected global maximum activations in all the split
stripe feature regions are ensured balanced. To relieve the challenging misalignment issues, we propose random shifting augmentation employed in training phases. By randomly sampling
the major pedestrian bodies and re-locating it by cropping,
the distribution of regions within the bounding boxes where
persons appear can be disturbed for better robustness to misalignment. Considering the unique paradigm of stripe-based
representations and multi-granularity learning [22]–[25] that
comprehensively complements the diversity of appearance
information from inputs, we develop a multi-branch network
architecture to introduce multiple granularities in feature representations, where stripe features are respectively partitioned
into different numbers to control the scales.
Our main contributions are as follows. First, we propose
a receptive multi-granularity learning approach to comprehensively represent local features from different scales of
multi-granularity for high-accuracy person re-ID. Different
from existing approaches, we introduce receptive paths by
a novel partition strategy operated on the receptive maps.
Besides, we combine the advantages of RP and OP for mutual
performance improvement and introduce the dual-path architecture with an original path and a receptive partitioned path
by shared kernel weights, which explores the potential locality representation without more model parameters. Second,
we develop an adaptive partition pooling method according
to activation significance on feature maps, which alternates
the semantic-level spatial balance assumption to feature-level
activation significance balance assumption. We also introduce
a simple yet effective data augmentation scheme to shift the
location of pedestrians in images to enhance the robustness
of misalignment. Finally, we conduct comprehensive experiments on several mainstream datasets [26]–[29] to verify the
effectiveness of our proposed approach.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Deep Learning for Person Re-ID
The evolution from hand-crafted feature descriptors to representing features by deep learning pushes the performance of
person re-ID methods to an unprecedented level. Mainstream
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person re-ID by deep learning paradigm can mainly divided
into supervised and unsupervised methods. We evaluate both
intra-dataset and cross-dataset settings in our experiments,
so here we introduce both kinds of methods in this section.
For supervised learning, [15], [28] first introduces a deep
convolutional network to the person re-ID field in the early era,
which both choose Siamese-like network to learn the matching relationship between representations of pedestrian image
pairs, especially [15] first noticed the importance of local
feature learning in deep re-ID. References [30], [31] focuses
on utilizing the relationship of intermediate feature maps to
improve the discrimination of representations. Reference [32]
introduces auxiliary pedestrian attributes to improve identity
representation learning. When realizing the limitation of purely
global feature learning, many attempts to local feature learning
haven arisen. Some methods [6], [7], [18], [33], [34] refer
to external clues of pose estimation or body part parsing
to extract body part features of persons. References [6], [7]
utilize the structural part by pose estimation prediction to form
relatively precise local region proposals for further representations. Reference [33] implements bilinear pooling between
appearance features and body key point estimation features
for part alignment on identity features. Reference [18] stands
on basic stripe-based feature learning and introduces structural
pose clues for proper stripe splitting. Reference [34] introduces
3D human body parsing to establish a semantic association between appearance and parsing results. References [3],
[8], [9], [21] extract local features from self-proposal local
part regions, coincidentally all these methods choose Spatial
Transformer module [35] for region proposal by self-learning.
References [3], [10], [11], [36] introduce a multi-level soft
attention mechanism to enhance discrimination on part detail
information of representations in spatial or channel dimensions. Stripe-based learning methods [4], [16]–[18], [20] commonly split the last feature map into several stripes as local
representations on human bodies. References [2], [17], [37],
[38] rely on triplet or more complicated losses for distance
metric learning. References [27], [39], [40] utilize Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) [41] to augment image samples
with different distributions. References [42]–[44] mine the
graph relationship between sample pairs for person re-ID. Reference [45] combines feature learning and image generation to
improve the re-ID feature discrimination. Reference [46] first
introduces an effective AutoML framework into deep person
re-ID, which particularly targets retrieval tasks.
Notice that identity annotations for large scale pedestrian
images across cameras used for training from scratch or
finetuning on pretrained models with supervised learning are
very expensive to obtain. Unsupervised person re-ID methods are significant for better-generalized pedestrian retrieval.
Peng et al. [47] uses a multi-task dictionary learning strategy
to learn domain-invariant but ID-discriminative representations
with unlabeled target datasets. Yu et al. [48] propose a model
to learn an asymmetric metric for shared view-invariance
feature spaces. Wang et al. [49] aims to learn an attribute
and identity combined feature representation transferable to
new domains. Lv et al. [50] introduce Spatio-temporal patterns learned from unlabeled target datasets with available
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temporal information to re-rank the ranking results on target
domains. Fan et al. [51] utilize self-paced learning to estimate
pseudo-labels by clustering to finetune on the source domain
models. Li et al. [52] propose an end-to-end learning method
to establish the associations between tracklets across cameras.
Ding et al. [53] propose an adaptive selection method to
mine example annotation information and introduce balancing
strategy for wider example exploration. Wu et al. [54] propose
a progressive semi-supervised learning strategy that focuses
on one-shot person re-ID tasks, i.e. learning on the dataset
including identities with only one labeled example along with
many unlabeled examples. Fu et al. [55] focus on local-based
unsupervised feature learning, and inherit the semi-supervised
setting with self-grouping strategies.
B. Feature Pooling
To reduce the feature representation to an acceptable size,
some abstracting operations, or feature “pooling”, are usually
conducted in feature representations. Reference [56] utilizes a
kernel-based with spatial pyramid matching for local descriptors. Reference [57] integrates pooling operations into classification tasks. Reference [58] improves the geometric invariance
of CNN activations by introducing multi-scale disordered
pooling. Reference [59] proposes a trainable pooling layer
that generalizes max and average pooling. Global pooling is a
simple and efficient operation [60] to comprehensively merge
information across the spatial domain. Especially in person
re-ID, Global Max Pooling has been proved more powerful
in many practices [16], [61], [62] by selecting significant
activation. However, for tasks determined by fine-grained
information, global pooling on the whole output feature maps
might eliminate useful detailed clues in spatial dimensions.
Existing stripe-based methods for person re-ID decomposes
global pooling on the whole spatial domain into several
“local” pooling operations on uniform stripes, and respectively
employs independent learning tasks in the subsequent training
process. However, for existing stripe-based learning methods,
the commonly used uniform partition operations quite rely
on the semantic body part alignment. We propose activation
balanced pooling to divide local representations with equal
importance, which brings considerate improvement on feature
discrimination.
C. Data Augmentation for Person Re-ID
Due to conflicts between the limited scale of training
sets and large variations of samples, data augmentation is
an efficient way to relieve this dilemma. References [20],
[63] erase randomly-sampled regions on the input images to
augment occluded image samples for robustness enhancement.
Reference [61] filters output feature maps with random masks
uniformly in the same mini-batch. References [39], [40] generates samples in different capturing conditions (e.g. cameras
and poses) to augment the appearing camera of each identity
to the whole candidates. We introduce the random shifting
augmentation into person re-ID to disturb the fixed distribution
of person appearing regions for better generalization.
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Fig. 2. The RMGL framework. The input pedestrian image is first randomly augmented and then goes forward through the shared backbone network. After
that, the shared backbone network is split into Local-2 and Local-3 branches with different output partitioned local feature stripes and accompanied by a
receptive partitioned path for locality enhancement. Then the output stripe feature maps from both paths in two branches are globally pooled into 1-dimensional
vectors. Each representation is learned for an independent classification task while the concatenation features for each branch are used to learn a distance
learning task.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Overview
The proposed RMGL (see Fig. 2) is used to explore more
potential of current local feature learning methods. Its core
idea is to represent identity features with enhanced diversity,
locality, and robustness. For input pedestrian image X, after
inference by backbone networks with shared weights, the single pathway splits into multiple independent sub-branches at
a proper intermediate layer of output xm , with the i -th branch
representation function denoted as gi . In different branches,
the final output feature maps gi (xm ) ∈ R c×h×w are split
into different numbers of partitions K i . By controlling K i of
different branches, various levels of pedestrian image reception
locality, i.e. granularities, can be introduced to represent person
identities comprehensively. Here we take the two-branch (or
bident) case as an example. K i are respectively set to 2 and 3,
denoted as Local-2 and -3 Branches. Notice that a representation overlapping exists between Local-2 and -3 Branches,
which mutually complements the association between local
representations. Besides, all the Local Branches also represents
globally by the whole output feature maps for the necessary
global view reception, denoted as x i0 .
However, just in this multi-granularity framework based
on output partitioned stripe-based feature learning, potential issues except diversity are not resolved totally. Towards
locality, we introduce a new receptive partition strategy for
local representation and take the path represented with RP as
locality guidance for both branches. Features from original
path f i(0,k) and receptive partitioned path f i(1,k) (both k =
1 . . . K i ) in i -th branch are both represented for global and
local representations. So the final features of RMGL are
the concatenation of all the global and local reduced 256-d
features in dual paths for both branches, representing as
f=

(k) K 0
(k) K 1
(k) K 2
, [fi ]|k=0
, [fi ]|k=0
],
[[fi ]|k=0

(1)

where the [·] operation is concatenation along the channel
dimension. On local feature stripes, activation balanced pooling are applied by dividing uniform activation significance,
instead of traditional stripe-based features. For better generalization and robustness to misalignment, we introduce random
shifting augmentation on input images during training.
All the representations are trained with classification tasks.
The global feature maps and local stripes from all the paths in
both branches are pooled by Global Max Pooling, and reduced
(k)
into 256-d feature vectors fi in numbers of channels by 1×1
convolution layers with BN layers [64]. Independent feature
representations for both branches are trained independently by
multi-task learning with classification and distance learning.
Training Loss Functions: All the 256-d global or local features from different paths are respectively fed in independent
fully connected layers as classification tasks, constrained by
cross-entropy loss L cls with softmax function as
(b, p,s)
L cls

=−

N

i=1

log 

e

(b, p,s)
i

si,y

(b, p,s)

si,k
C
k=1 e

,

(2)

where N and C respectively denote the batch size of the
input mini-batch and the number of total identities in the
training sets. si,k denotes the predicted scores towards identity
k. (b, p, s) represents the variable corresponds to the b-th
branch, p-th path and s-th stride in RMGL. Here s = 0 is
denoted as the global feature pooled from the whole feature
maps. Metric learning tasks are also introduced, constrained
by batch hard triplet loss [37]. The loss is formulated as
(b)

L dis = −

P 
K

(b)
(b)
[α + max fi,a − fi, p 2
i=1 a=1

p=1...K
p =a

(b)
− min fi,a
− f (b)
j,n 2 ]+ ,
n=1...K
j =1...P
j  =i

(3)
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where the feature vector extracted on the a-th image sample
(b)
of identity i in branch b is denoted as fi,a
. Minimizing the
total training object function can be summarized as
⎡
⎤
N p n (s p)
Nb



(b, p,s)
⎣ L (b) +
L cls ⎦.
min L =
(4)
dis
w

b=1

p=1 s=0

In the following section, each of the components for discriminative receptive locality enhancement will be explained.
B. Receptive Partition
The motivation of stripe-based feature learning is to enrich
the feature locality. However, neither output nor input partition
strategy to extract local representation based on very deep
network backbones [65]–[68] can ideally represent discriminative information in proper part region areas. In very deep
architectures, due to the complex connectivity stacked from
network layers, the equivalent input region of the image can
be expanded to a fairly large area. For layers in CNNs, the size
of receptive field from top i -th bottom input map to j -th top
output map can be recursively calculated as1
ri, j +1 = ri, j + (k j, j +1 − 1) ∗

j


sk,k+1 ,

k=i

s.t. i ≥ 0, i <= j,

(5)

where s j, j +1 is the stride factor for j -th layer, and k j, j +1
is the kernel size for the layer from j to j + 1. Even
considering Effective Receptive Field (ERF) [69], the size
√ of
which distributed in Gaussian with linear growth rate O( N )
for N-layer deep network, it still can cover a considerable
range of the input image. Here we take example with the
backbone model, i.e. modified ResNet-50 [4] used in person
re-ID tasks. According to Eq. 5, the receptive field of the final
output neurons of stripe local features is 363 before global
pooling, which means most of the contents in normal-sized
pedestrian images can be undoubtedly recognized just by this
neuron, and even larger after global pooling. Output partition
in modern stripe-based methods does not significantly change
the perception range. On the one hand, the shallower network
can introduce a smaller reception field size, but sacrifices
powerful representation capability. On the other hand, input
images can be surely resized into a larger size comparable to
the receptive field size to realize relative locality for improved
accuracy performance, but increases fairly high computational
costs. Besides, as mentioned in Sec. I, input partition with
maximized locality at some granularity scale, but basically
ignores within-part semantic consistency with inner partitions.
Towards the trade-off between locality and consistency,
we introduce the receptive partition (RP) strategy into
stripe-based local feature learning, illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
Different from traditional input or output partition at some
granularity scale, receptive region sizes for local representations of which determined by inherent properties (e.g. network
architecture), RP controls the effective receptive areas by
the partition position, a free parameter that can be flexibly
1 Effects of dilation factor are ignored for not a common setting in our task.

Fig. 3. Illustrations of receptive regions for stripe-based feature learning
partitions. Assume that the input image is with the size of 384 × 128, and
the backbone network is ResNet-50 with the receptive field size of 363.
(a) In receptive partition, receptive regions are restricted in smaller areas with
the moderate association. (b) Dual-path Conv-BN-ReLU network with the
receptive partitioned path. Both paths share the same network weights.

operated. The i -th intermediate convolutional layer in the
network with the output feature map of height h i is chosen,
and the receptive field of this layer can be computed as Eq. 5
as r0,i . Here the intermediate feature map is divided into n s
independent tensors along the h-dimension and feeds them
into the subsequent network. Towards this partition stripe at
layer j , this operation restricts the maximum area of the
equivalent receptive local region of subsequent network layers
p
into R j , formulated as
j −1

p

R j = ri, j + (


hj
− 1) ∗
sk,k+1 ,
ns

(6)

k=0

After RP, all independent split tensors are concatenated along
the dimension of batch, i.e. with a feature map shape n s n ×c×
h
n s ×w. Then reshaped feature maps are fed into the subsequent
network, equivalent to all the stripes are inferred by network
architecture with sharing weights. Compared with traditional
partitions, RP introduces no extra computational costs, but
helps remove an amount of complex connectivity to extra area
from the expected region corresponding to the feature stripe,
which enhances locality and reduces the over-fitting risk.
Discussion: Notice that indeed, this operation does not
change the size of reception fields, which are only determined
by the kernel size and stride factor. However, when the
receptive field of the subsequent network r j,N satisfies
r j,N ≥

hj
,
ns

(7)
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RP will cut down the spatial connectivity by the subsequent
network to the outer regions of the corresponding area. The
actual receptive region of each neuron at the last output
layer will be restricted only in the range of R p , regardless
of the depth effect for the larger receptive field. Although
the restricted regions by RP still involves in the receptive
regions by global or OP representations, but the shielding
effects on most non-corresponding regions make the local
representations can concentrate more on partial details, free
of global trade-off to ignore local information. This is also
the reason that stripe-based methods can perform better than
global, and our proposed RP carries it forward. Meanwhile,
considering the Batch Normalization commonly used in backbones, RP actually does not change the inference in training
or inferring.
Empirical studies have verified the effectiveness of global
representation [16]. It still provides specific and instructive
identity representation. So in our partition design, the original
path is reserved, and a new receptive partitioned path is
inserted after a chosen feature map at layer j with local
representations by RP. The dual-path architecture is shown
in Fig. 3. These two network paths share the same architectures
and weights in the corresponding layer, which makes the
spatial size of the final output feature maps from RP the same
as each stripe partition in the original path. Output feature
maps are split back into n s shards along the batch dimension.
In our method, RP does not completely replace the original network path, although it is acceptable as the partition
strategy for independent local representation. On the one
hand, the performance improvement by stripe-based methods
proves the effectiveness of stripe pooling compared to the
naive global feature learning, although not contributed by
so-called enhanced locality. On the other hand, RP shrinks
the overlapping area between receptive regions of different
stripe features to increase the requirement for within-part
consistency of RP representations. The original network path
can be regarded as a global representation clue to avoid
extreme misalignment cases. Due to the dual-path architecture
by sharing weights in each branch, better accuracy can be
achieved with lighter model as 2-branch MGN. However,
the intermediate feature map memory and computation costs
are equal to the burden as 4-branch MGN. Fig. 4 visualizes the
effects of this dual-path architecture from different granularities. From the view of granularity, we can find that responses
are more concentrated on local parts on representation with
higher granularity. Comparing the original with the receptive
partitioned path, the approximate response tendencies are
similar, but the representation from the receptive partitioned
path focuses on wider contents of pedestrian body parts.
C. Activation Balanced Pooling
In existing stripe-based feature learning for person re-ID,
the final output feature map is split into several uniform
stripes and respectively reduced into features by global pooling
operations. However, this might not be a perfect solution for
local representations due to some problems such as misalignment, which comes from the conflict between the assumption

6101

Fig. 4. Visualization of responses on the last feature map by the original and
receptive partitioned paths from both branches with different granularities.
O-2/3 stands for the output by the original path with 2 or 3 stripes.
RP-2/3 stands for the output by the receptive partitioned path with 2 or
3 stripes.

Fig. 5. Illustration of activation balanced pooling. Maximum activations in
every channel of the pooled feature map are located. The cross symbol in
Max Activation Selection stage represents the location of max values in the
current channel. According to these maximum activation locations, the max
activation histogram along the height dimension is computed. Then the pooled
feature map is divided s.t. balanced significance in every local feature stripe.

of within-part consistency and the infeasibility of perfect
alignment of pedestrian images. Without external semantic
guidance [18], [33], considering this principle and non-locality,
feature representation is neither necessary nor reasonable. Here
we explore another approach of dividing partitions from the
view of feature selection.
Since the within-part alignment dependency cannot be easily satisfied, we turn to reconstruct a new hypothesis: assume
that all the local stripe parts share equivalent importance.
Based on this assumption, although the semantics of each
local part cannot be definitely consistent, the efficiency of
total local sub-representation learning will be comprehensively
maximized. We propose the activation balanced pooling (ABP)
to substitute uniform partitions in stripe-based methods.
The pipeline of ABP is shown as Fig. 5. For each channel in
a feature map, the most significant activation is the position
with maximum responses on both spatial dimensions height
and width. Borrowing the idea of feature selection in spatial
global max pooling, the number of maximum response occurrences are counted at each spatial position across channels.
For the feature map x with shape H × W × C, the activation
value at the location (h, w) of the channel c is denoted as
x h,w,c . An indicator function Ix (h, w, c) is defined to represent
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whether the neuron in a feature map channel is the maximum
response in spatial dimensions, formulated as
Ix (h, w, c) =

1, ∀x i, j,c|i=h, j =w < x h,w,c ,
0, ∃x i, j,c|i=h, j =w > x h,w,c ,

(8)

To further describe the relationship between the position in
the vertical orientation and the accumulated number of activations, the max activation histogram function Hx (h) utilizing
the indicator is calculated as follows:
Hx (h) =

W 
C
h 


Ix (i, j, k),

(9)

i=1 j =1 k=1

Max activation histogram makes it not difficult to describe the
significance of local stripes. Here the feature map is split into
s
n s horizontal stripes at vertical positions [h k ]nk=0
where each
max activation histogram function Hx (h k ) value satisfies
⎧
c
⎪
⎨ Hx (h k ) ≤
ns ,
C
(10)
, ∀c = 1, · · · , n s − 1,
c
⎪
⎩ Hx (h k + 1) >
ns ,
C
where the bottom and top are respectively h 0 = 0 and
h ns = H . This condition means each local stripe may hold
balanced activation importance on the feature maps. After that,
the partitioned feature stripe are pooled in global average as
fk =

−1
H
−1 W


1
x i, j,c ,
(h k+1 − h k ) × W

(11)

i=0 j =0

ABP aims to make all the stripe features represent identity
information with balanced significance after splitting, which
reduces the feature redundancy caused by misalignment.
Comparison With Refined Part Pooling (RPP): The idea of
calibrating the local representation with re-pooling strategy
ABP is indeed similar to the learning-based rearrangement
with RPP, and both attempt to overcome the misalignment
influences due to bounding box cropping. But there are
obvious differences between these two strategies towards
alignment issues. For RMGL, the ABP strategy is employed
without additional training process according to the metric of
activation balancing, which is not strongly correlated to the
data distribution. For PCB+RPP, the RPP strategy learns the
semantic consistency on each stripe partition and refines the
part representation via the linear combination of prediction
scores, which is still restricted by the alignment distribution.
D. Random Shifting Augmentation
Misalignment issues in stripe-based feature learning for
person re-ID are mainly caused by three aspects: 1) captured
views; 2) figure variances; 3) detection failures. Among all
these difficulties, the first problem can be relieved by generative methods [40], [70] for more diverse view distribution
or the guidance from pose estimation [33]. In this section,
we mainly focus on the latter two problems, both of which
we find that the essence is that the person locating positions
in misaligned pedestrian images are too different from the
training distribution. So we introduce the random shifting
augmentation (RSA) into person re-ID.

Fig. 6. The pipeline of random shifting augmentation. The original image
is randomly cropped to a smaller region or not. The yellow bounding boxes
on both input images in “Crop” stage represent the random cropping regions.
Here the image below is not randomly cropped. Then it is randomly resized
by changing the aspect ratio. After that, the major person region is randomly
located within a white box with average filling.

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the height and width of the original
images are denoted as H and W . The probability of randomly
employing RSA is denoted as p. First, a randomly sampled
area is cropped from an input pedestrian image with probability pc . The crop ratio rc of cropped height to H is sub(min)
ject to uniform distribution U (rc
, 1.0). Then, the cropped
area is re-scaled by a random rate (rh , rw ) respectively subject to independent uniform distributions U (rh(min) , r1c ) and
(min)

U (rw , 1.0). Finally, this resized patch can be shifted to
a random location within a bounding box with the same size
of original input images and ensure the patch will not locate
outside this box. The uncovered area in the boxes is filled with
constant values of 0.5 for float (or 127 for uint8) in all the RGB
channels to simulate the average case of various backgrounds.
The effects of RSA come from the comprehensive efforts
from the pipeline. The Crop step mainly augments the samples
with missing body parts caused by detection failures. The
Resize step achieves the random distortion in the dependency
on human body figures in similarity metrics. The Shift step
augments the cases of over-large bounding boxes predicted
from inaccurate detection. The cooperation between Crop and
Locate steps can also produce equivalent positive effects as
Random Erasing [63] in particular cases.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Settings
Datasets: All the experiments are conducted on four
candidate
datasets:
Market-1501,
DukeMTMC-reID,
CUHK03 and MSMT17. Market-1501 includes training
set with 12,936 images of 751 persons and testing set with
3,368 query and 19,732 gallery images of 750 persons.
DukeMTMC-reID includes 16,522 images of 702 persons
as the training set, and 2,228 query and 17,661 gallery
images of 702 persons as the testing set. CUHK03 consists
of 13,164 images with 1,360 persons from 6 cameras.
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TABLE I

TABLE II

I NTRA -D ATASET C OMPARISON W ITH O THER S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
M ETHODS ON M ARKET-1501 AND D UKE MTMC- RE ID D ATASETS .
B OLD VALUES R EPRESENT THE B EST R ESULTS

I NTRA -D ATASET C OMPARISON W ITH O THER S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
M ETHODS ON L ABELED AND D ETECTED I MAGES F ROM CUHK03

TABLE III
I NTRA -D ATASET C OMPARISON W ITH O THER S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
M ETHODS ON MSMT17

MSMT17 consists of 126,441 images of 4,101 persons from
15 cameras. The cumulative matching characteristics (CMC)
at rank-1, and mean average precision (mAP) are evaluated
in both intra- and cross-dataset settings.
Implementation: Input images are resized to 384 × 128
following [4]. ResNet-50 is used as backbone network initialized with ImageNet [71] pretrained weights, two branches in
RMGL are both initialized with the weights after r es_conv2c
resBlock in the original backbone. On input images, random
horizontal flipping is employed with probability 0.5 besides
the random shifting augmentations during training. The parameters of uniform distributions in RSA are set to pc = 0.5,
rc = 0.7, rh(min) = rw(min) = 0.5. For the batch hard triplet loss
function, the margin m is set to 0.6, and randomly sampling
12 persons with 4 images per person from the training set
to construct image triplets. We choose SGD optimizer with
momentum 0.9 to train our model. For the learning rate
strategy, we first employ exponential warmup from 1e-5 to
0.01 in the starting 3 epochs to ease the hard process of
multiple triplet losses optimization in early steps, and then
employ decaying with factor 0.1 after training for 30 and
50 epochs. The weight decay for L2 regularization is set to
1e-3. For the network parts of 1 × 1 conv for reduction and
fully connected layers for classification tasks, learning rates
employed are 10 times the global rate. In evaluation, features
from a pedestrian image and its horizontally flipped version
are extracted, with the mean feature of both as the final feature.
In our experiments, we use 2 NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPUs
(12GB graphic memory usage) for data paralleling training
and take about 3 hours for training on Market-1501 training
set. In the inference time, it takes 20ms on average in testing.

the results on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, and
Table II and Table III respectively show the results on
CUHK03 and MSMT17. Compared with Pyramid [17] based
on ResNet-101 backbone, our method based on ResNet50 backbone exceeds by 1.8%@mAP/0.5%@Rank-1 on
Market-1501, 2.0%@mAP/1.5%@Rank-1 on DukeMTMCreID, 1.0%@mAP/1.0%@Rank-1 on CUHK03 Labeled set
and 1.4%@mAP/0.7%@Rank-1 on CUHK03 Detected set,
proving that the performance advantages are not solely
benefited from extra weights. Compared with MGN [16]
with trident multi-granularity learning architecture, our
bident network surpasses by 3.1%@mAP/0.5%@Rank1 on Market-1501 and 2.6%@mAP/1.8%@Rank-1 on
DukeMTMC-reID, which shows that our proposed
components comprehensively improve the representation
efficiency with fewer branches. We establish a new stateof-the-art performance on MSMT17 benchmark with
60.4%@mAP/83.6%@Rank-1, exceeding all the earlier
results by a large margin. Besides, RMGL surpasses all
the re-ID methods guided by external cues (e.g. PAP+PS
[18] and DSA-reID [34]), which reveals the power of
enhanced multi-granularity learning. After re-ranking postprocessing [77], the accuracy performances are dramatically
improved by 5.6%@mAP/0.5%@Rank-1 on Market-1501,
10.0%/mAP/2.1%@Rank-1 and 11.2%@mAP/9.9%@Rank1 on CUHK03-Labeled.

B. Performance for Intra-Dataset Person Re-ID

C. Performance for Cross-Dataset Person Re-ID

We first compare our RMGL method with other methods
for regular intra-dataset person re-ID. Table I shows

In most previous contributions on person re-ID, the discrimination performance is mainly focused on accuracy figures in
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TABLE IV

TABLE V

C ROSS -D ATASET C OMPARISON W ITH O THER S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
M ETHODS . T HE R ESULTS A RE E VALUATED F ROM THE S OURCE
D ATASET D OMAINS R ESPECTIVELY F ROM M ARKET-1501,
D UKE MTMC- RE ID AND CUHK03, TO TARGET D ATASET
D OMAINS F ROM M ARKET-1501, D UKE MTMC- RE ID,
CUHK03, AND MSMT17. T HE I NTRA -D OMAIN
R ESULTS A RE N OT R EPORTED . †: D IRECT
T RANSFERRING R ESULTS

A BLATION E VALUATION R ESULTS BY S INGLE - AND M ULTI -B RANCH
N ETWORKS T OWARDS C ERTAIN C OMPONENTS . T HE M ODEL W ITH
n S PLIT L OCAL PARTITIONS I S D ENOTED AS n-S TRIPE N ETWORK , AND m+n-S TRIPE D ENOTES THE M ULTI -G RANULARITY
M ODEL . H ERE 2+3- STRIPE+RP+ABP+RSA I S THE S AME
S ETTING AS O UR P ROPOSED RMGL M ODEL .
BL: BASELINE M ODEL

intra-dataset settings. However, this cannot adequately show
the generalization in the true sense. Due to the inherent
biases caused by sharing capture conditions, the learned representations easily suffer from overfitting to dataset biases
by environmental factors. Here we complement the performance evaluation by cross-dataset person re-ID settings,
demonstrated in Table IV. On the one hand, we compare
RMGL with state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods for person re-ID, by which the domain gap
is bridged from unlabeled target domain samples. Surprisingly, our method actually outperforms all the listed UDA
methods by a large margin. Compared with HHL [79], out
method surpasses by 2.0%@mAP/1.5%@Rank-1. This result
can reflect that even if no target domain samples can be
utilized, RMGL can achieve pretty great generalization in
representations for unknown dataset domains. On the other
hand, compared with other supervised methods directly tranferred to target domain, such as PAP+PS [18], RMGL
can still outperform in cross-dataset settings, exceeding by
2.1%@mAP/1.0%@Rank-1 on Market-1501 to DukeMTMCreID, and 2.0%@mAP/0.5%@Rank-1 on DukeMTMC-reID
to Market-1501. For very-large-scale dataset MSMT17,
our RMGL method can exceed with more advantages
by 0.2%@mAP/0.4%@Rank-1, 1.4%@mAP/0.8%@Rank1 and 1.3%@mAP/1.4%@Rank-1 respectively to Market1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03. This result reflects that
RMGL can achieve better generalization in most cases than
methods guided by external cues.
D. Ablation Study
In this section, to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conduct several ablation studies on the

multi-granularity learning scheme, and components of receptive partition (RP), activation balanced pooling (ABP) and
random shifting augmentation (RSA). The results in settings
with different components are shown in Table V. For baseline
models, some settings are directly inherited from our proposed
RMGL, which might be better than commonly used settings:
1) Parameter tuning: the learning rate decay is conducted only
after 40 epoch in PCB setting, but after both 30 and 50 epoch
in our baseline; the weight decay is set to 5e-4 in PCB setting,
but 1e-3 in our baseline. 2) Global feature: global+stripelocal features are more powerful than pure stripe-local features
according to [16], so we maintain these representation methods
in both models. 3) Loss function: we maintain the triplet
loss in our baseline. Essentially, the reported baseline results
in Table V are only used for comparison to verify our proposed
modules.
Effectiveness of Multi-Granularity Learning: Comparing
2-stripe and 3-stripe models to 2+3-stripe models with
different component settings, regardless of whether or
not our proposed modules are applied, multi-branch networks with diverse granularities achieve performance that
exceeds those single granularity networks. Among all the
baseline networks, the multi-branch network respectively
exceeds the best performance from single branch networks by 1.5%@mAP/0.5%@Rank-1 on Market-1501 and
1.9%@mAP/1.1%@Rank-1 on DukeMTMC-reID. These
results show that representations with different levels of granularities from the multi-branch network indeed complement
each other for better performance.
Effectiveness of Receptive Partition: We insert receptive
partitioned paths achieved by RP after the r es_conv2c layer
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(min)

Fig. 7. Impact of random shifting parameters pc , rc and rw
evaluated
on the Market-1501 dataset. For (b) and (c), some extreme values are not
evaluated for its obvious degradation. All the hyper-parameters are evaluated
with other parameters fixed.

in the backbone network. Compared with single branch baseline networks without receptive partitioned paths, 2-stripe
with RP surpasses by 1.2%@mAP on Market-1501 and
1.0%@mAP on DukeMTMC-reID, and 3-stripe with RP surpasses by 1.1%@mAP on Market-1501 and 1.2%@mAP on
DukeMTMC-reID. For the multi-branch networks, RP inserted
in both branches can also bring considerable improvement by 1.2%@mAP/0.2%@Rank-1 on Market-1501 and
0.9%@mAP/0.2%@Rank-1 on DukeMTMC-reID. Compared
with baseline models, the consistent improvement by RP
accompanied models proves its positive effects on discrimination for feature learning. Besides, to validate the claim of priority of RP than OP, here we conduct several experiments with
only RP, without the original path. Consistent improvement
can also be achieved although slightly weak than dual-path
settings, which verifies the remaining effects of the original
path.
Impact of Partition Numbers: Partition numbers of RP
determine the area of restricted receptive regions. Fig. 8
illustrates the relationship between accuracy performance and
partition numbers in stripe-based networks with RP on Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets in single branch settings.
The best partition setting changes with the dataset domains.
For Market-1501 and CUHK03 datasets, the best stripe partition number is 2, and accuracy decreases along with the
numbers increase, which might mean the over-fine-grained
information in stripe-based learning might not be helpful.
For DukeMTMC-reID and MSMT17 dataset, the best stripe
partition number is 3 instead. We think this result might be
related to the alignment biases of datasets.
Impact of Partition Depth in Network: The relationships
between Rank-1/mAP and hyper-parameters in the single
branch backbone network are illustrated in Fig. 9. For the
cases of K = 2 and 3, the best results are achieved when
RP is employed on the intermediate feature map instead of
Input Partition or Output Partition, and the RP result is still
comparable to the best result of OP for K = 6, reflecting the
necessity of RP. Meanwhile, results of K = 2 and 3 obviously
outperform K = 6 in all conditions, which might be caused by
insufficient receptive region for feature maps split into more
K stripes. For the case of K = 6, an overall upward trend
for precision before splitting at res conv3 reveals the fact of
the swelling region from larger receptive field sizes, and the
degradation cliff of Rank-1 between res3 and res4 might be
caused by the influences of redundancy.

Fig. 8.
Relationship between Rank-1 accuracy/mAP and partition
numbers, evaluated on Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID, CUHK03, and
MSMT17 datasets, evaluated by single-branch dual-path networks with RP
and RSA. “s_n” refers to the partition number of n.

Effectiveness of Activation Balanced Pooling: On Market1501, compared with baseline models, ABP brings mAP
improvement by 0.4% for the 2-stripe network, 1.0% for
3-stripe network, and 0.7% for the multi-branch network.
Compared with networks powered by RP and RSA, ABP
brings mAP improvement by 0.4% for the 2-stripe network
and 0.3% for the multi-branch network. On DukeMTMCreID, compared with baseline models, ABP brings mAP
improvement by 0.2% for the 2-stripe network, 0.3% for
3-stripe network and 0.3% for multi-branch network, and
with RSA the improvements are 0.3% and 0.2% respectively
on the 2-stripe single branch and multi-branch networks.
Although we can observe both improvement effects on both
benchmarks, the effectiveness is more obvious on the Market1501. Considering that Market-1501 is misaligned worse than
DukeMTMC-reID, this reveals that ABP is more effective in
more hard-aligned conditions. Surely the benefits from ABP
are not as significant as RP or RSA, but the performance
improvement on both datasets verify that ABP provides us
another potential direction to determine better coarse part
areas instead of uniform partitions. We can also find the
effect of ABP is weaker when being combined with the RP
and RSA. This result is mainly caused by random shifting
augmentation. RSA aims at distorting the inherent distribution
of pedestrian body placing to enhance the robustness against
spatial misalignment. This distortion method also increases a
stripe variance for the activation significance balancing metric,
which might influence the stability of ABP.
Effectiveness of Random Shifting Augmentation:
RSA brings more significant improvement on models
with various settings. On 2-stripe baseline networks,
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TABLE VI
E FFECTS BY D ATA AUGMENTATIONS C OMMONLY U SED IN P ERSON
R E -ID. RCJ: R ANDOM C OLOR J ITTERING . RC: R ANDOM C ROPPING .
RE: R ANDOM E RASING . RSA: R ANDOM
S HIFTING AUGMENTATION

Fig. 9.
Relationship between Rank-1 accuracy/mAP and splitting positions/number of stripes, evaluated on Market-1501 dataset. Here res_x refers
to the position where feature maps are fed into the resBlock res_conv_x.

accuracy improvement are achieved respectively by
1.2%@mAP/0.2%@Rank-1 and 0.9%@mAP/0.8%@Rank1 on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID. 3-stripe networks
with RSA are improved by 1.1%@mAP/0.3%@Rank1 and 1.0%@mAP/0.4%@Rank-1 on both datasets. For
multi-branch settings, 1.2%@mAP/0.4%@Rank-1 and
0.9%@mAP/0.2%@Rank-1 improvement on both datasets can
also be achieved. On model settings applied with RP, 2-stripe
settings with RSA surpasses by 2.3%@mAP/0.5%@Rank1 and 1.2%@mAP/1.0%@Rank-1 on both datasets, while
2+3-stripe surpasses by 1.4%@mAP/0.4%@Rank-1 and
0.9%@mAP/0.7%@Rank-1. On the one hand, the larger
accuracy gain by RSA+RP might be brought by larger local
area variance from RSA, enhanced the generalized locality
by RP. On the other hand, the weaker improvement on
multi-branch networks probably means that locality diversity
might have brought similar cross-covering effects by RSA.
RSA vs Other Data Augmentations: We compare with major
augmentations in re-ID such as random color jittering [80],
cropping, and erasing [63]. Notice that we’ve used flipping by
default. No GAN-based and auto-augmentation methods are
compared to avoid effects by external data and unaffordable
computing costs. Augmentations are all tuned to their best
settings. Table VI shows results by methods above on our
baseline models. Some standard augmentations seem not to
work well: proper random color jittering extends the reflecting tendency for some colors, which has no explicit help
on the performance intra-domain person re-ID for the fixed
capturing condition; random cropping introduces biases of
person cross-cutting edges, which seems not to bring any
positive effects on feature learning. Random erasing is the
most effective augmentation method except for RSA, which
generates samples with occlusion. The similar performance
improvement of RSA shows that distraction on placing the
distribution of human bodies on captured person images also
has significant effects on feature learning just as occlusion.
We also conduct experiments with both RE and RSA augmentations. This indeed brings further improvement based
on model with only RSA, but the accuracy gain by RE is
a bit weaker than that on without RSA, implying that RSA
might have effects on augmenting edge occluded pedestrian
examples as RE. RSA is similar to a random “crop, resize and
shift” pipeline (RCRS) that includes three steps: i) cropping

a proper random region with arbitrary sizes, ii) resizing
the cropped image region to a predefined input size, and
iii) applying a random translation coordinate transformation
(i.e. T = [[1, 0, tx ]; [0, 1, t y ]]). From Table VI, we can find
that “RCRS” does not bring similar accuracy improvement
as RSA does. The “shift-after-resize” operation is applied on
the exact box of resized images, and will definitely bring
out-of-range information loss from translated images, which
might dramatically shrink the effective input contents. Besides,
direct resizing operation after cropping would have brought
unsatisfactory aspect distortion.
Analysis on the Random Shifting Parameters: Random
shifting augmentations involves a series of parameters. Fig. 7
(min)
parameters. Notice that
shows the impact of rs , rc and rw
(min)
rh
is not considered for its upper bound decided by rc . For
pc , a nearly flatten performance range can be reached between
the values from 0.3 to 0.6, with the best value 0.5. To a definite
augmentation by pc = 1, degradation can be caused by over
large placing variation. For rc , the best parameter is set to
0.7. The accuracy seems to be worse when rc is smaller than
around 0.5, but steady when rc is relatively large. The accuracy
is obviously degraded when the lower bound rw(min) , gets too
small. Combining rc and rw(min) , we can find that when the
cropping rate is set to be large, the effects by random shifting
might be dramatically limited, which shows the necessity of
placing randomly sampled partitions.
Impact of the Branch Number in RMGL: Comparing to
the multi-granularity learning method [16], we only introduce
bident network branches instead of a trident. But this does
not mean that one more extra branch cannot bring further
improvement. So we add another branch based on RMGL:
model with an extra Local-4 Branch inserted by receptive
partitioned path denoted as RMGL(2 + 3 + 4), and with an
extra Global Branch denoted as RMGL(1 + 2 + 3) network.
Compared with bident RMGL, both trident RMGL brings no
significant improvement on Market-1501, and only a slight
improvement on DukeMTMC-reID. But considering the trident RMGL with the receptive partitioned path is much more
complicated and slower than the bident, and introduces limited
performance improvement, we prefer the trade-off between
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all the situations of different datasets, we choose 1e-3 as the
final setting.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 10. Relationship between Rank-1 accuracy/mAP and margin parameter
for triplet losses, evaluated on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets.
“soft” means the soft-margin triplet loss in [37] without specific margin
settings.

In this paper, towards the extreme performance for supervised person re-identification, we propose the receptive
multi-granularity learning (RMGL) algorithm to represent
local identity features with enhanced body detail locality
and diversity, achieved by our proposed novel multi-branch
receptive partitioned deep network architecture. Furthermore,
we design the activation balanced pooling as the splitting
approach instead of uniform partitions, which introduce local
representations by balanced semantic significance. We also
introduce simple but effective random shifting augmentation
to confront misalignment issues. Extensive comprehensive and
ablation experiments with intra-dataset and cross-dataset scenarios prove the outstanding discrimination and generalization
by our proposed architecture in person re-ID feature learning.
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